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Motivation

Role of Analyst Forecasts in the price discovery is 
crucial Area of Financial Economics Research

No studies involving individual analyst behavior 
in a non-equity security market

Natural gas in storage is widely recognized as a 
key fundamental determinant of its price

We collected a unique database of “individual 
analyst” forecasts
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Related Literature

Studies of futures market reactions to 
macroeconomic news: 

Roll (1984), weather vs. OJ futures 
Harvey and Huang (1991), macro vs. FX 
futures
Ederington and Lee (1993), macro vs. 
interest rates and FX futures
Linn and Zhu (2004), NG storage vs. NG 
futures
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Related Analyst Literature

Stickel (1992): market places greater emphasis 
on analysts with strong reputations (II’s All-
American); their earnings forecasts produced 
higher AR

Chen and Jiang (2006): analysts over- (under-) 
weight their private information in their forecasts 
when more (less) favorable than earnings 
consensus

Hautch and Hess (2004): T-bond futures market 
reacts to the Bayesian update of the released 
monthly employment rather than the released 
employment itself 
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How Are We Different?

We condition on analysts forecasts 
preceding the actual data release
To our knowledge, no other studies of 
futures markets do this
Compared to earnings forecasts:

Forecasted storage already transpired; less 
noise than for earnings 
High frequency of forecast
No revisions 
Timeliness and herding problems mitigated
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DATA1: The Weekly Gas Storage Report 
AGA versus EIA

Storage report is for gas in storage as of prior Friday
AGA (American Gas Association)

Voluntary Survey (1994 to May 6, 2002)
April 16, 1997 to May 6, 2002 in our study —268 observations

EIA (Energy Information Administration)
May 9, 2002 - August 25, 2005 in our study – 169 
observations
Expanded # of firms sampled and % of gas storage covered
Modified procedure for estimating volumes held by non-
sampled storage operators
Made it a federal crime to make a false statement!
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DATA2: Bloomberg Analyst Survey

In 1997, Bloomberg began asking a group of 
firms to participate in a weekly survey

Began with 7 firms on April 16, 1997
By August 25, 2005, 25 analysts participated

Bloomberg procedure
By Tuesday of each week, Bloomberg collects storage 
forecasts from analysts.  Once at least ½ have 
provided forecast, Bloomberg issues a forecast 
Further updates provided as additional analyst reports 
are received 
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DATA3: NG futures prices

NYMEX natural gas futures data 
Obtained from TICK DATA; include all price ticks 
from the inception of NYMEX natural gas futures 
trading in January 1993 - January 2004
We concentrate on the nearby contract which we 
continuously rolled over throughout our analysis

Given that the window of time during which storage 
reports were released were as long as 15 minutes, we 
calculate 15-minute log returns throughout the trading 
day.
Computed off-business hour returns measured from 
each trading day’s close to the next trading day’s open.
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Analyst Forecast Performance Questions

We examine a number of questions:
1. Did the switch from AGA to EIA (structural change) result in 

any changes in analyst performance?

2. Does analyst performance vary between NG injection and 
withdrawal cycles?

3. Is there a statistical difference in the explanatory power of 
the NG futures market response when conditioning on 
Bloomberg vs. Naive and Time Series Models? 

4. Is there a statistical difference in the explanatory power of 
the NG futures market response when conditioning on 
Bloomberg vs. Analyst Performance weighted models?
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Individual Analyst Performance: 
Three Measures

1. Analyst forecast error (AFE):
Measured as the absolute value of the difference between an analyst’s weekly 
forecasted change and the actual announced storage change:
AFEi,t = │forecasted change i,t – actual announced change t│

where AFEi,t is the absolute forecast error for analyst i in period t (measured in Bcf).

2. Standardized analyst forecast error (SAFE ):
SAFEi,t =  AFEi,t/ STOR t
where SAFEi,t is the standardized analyst forecast error for analyst i in period t 
and STORt is the actual storage level for the week.

3. Scaled analyst accuracy (ACCUR):
ACCURi,t = [Maxt(AFEi,t) - AFEi,t ]/ [Maxt(AFEi,t) - Mint(AFEi,t)]
where ACCURi,t is a scaled accuracy measure of analyst i’s forecast in period t 
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Table 1

588001381382/9/004/16/97Cook Inlet 

75109132521848/25/051/17/01ConocoPhillips

577813501358/25/0510/10/02Commercial Brokerage 

98144165772428/25/0511/29/00Citigroup/Salomon Fut

82115169281978/25/0511/21/01CH Guernsey 

2646720728/25/052/5/04Bear Stearns

396110001007/14/054/17/03Bank of America

83126168412098/25/058/22/01Amerada Hess Corp. 

4450940948/25/051/16/03AG Edwards

77108164211858/25/0512/5/01ABN Amro

with injectEIAAGATo 

From  

Obs. by season
Obs. by regime 

periodTotal obs.
Time period

Analyst Firm
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Aggregate Analyst Performance Measures

Bloomberg forecast error (BAFE and SBAFE)
Using the weekly “Bloomberg forecast”:
BAFEt = │Bloomt – actual announced change t│
SBAFEt = │Bloomt – actual announced change t│/ STORt

where Bloomt is the Bloomberg forecasted change for week t, BAFEt is the weekly 
Bloomberg forecast error and SBAFEt is the standardized Bloomberg forecast error.

Dispersion of analyst forecasts (DISP and SDISP)
For the two survey periods we also compare the weekly average dispersion of analyst 
forecasts computed as follows:
DISPt = Std Dev (forecasted change i,t)
SDISPt = Std Dev [(forecasted change i,t) / Storet]
where DISPt is the dispersion of analyst forecasts and SDISPt is the standardized 
dispersion.  
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Analyst Performance Results
AGA vs. EIA

1. To what extent do performance differences 
exist across analysts? See Table 2

Significant differences in analyst ability

2. Did the switch from AGA and EIA result in any 
changes in analyst performance? 

Bloomberg consensus forecast performance stronger 
(BAFE and BSAFE) under EIA – significant at 1% 
level
Dispersion of forecasts (DISP and SDISP) lower 
under EIA and significant
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Table 2

220.77%1511.73190.665206Morgan Stanley DW 

30.52%1010.8980.672990Societe Generale

40.53%610.5770.681921HQ Energy Services 

100.61%710.6460.683125Wachovia Corp.

190.68%810.74550.694184ConocoPhillips Inc. 

60.54%1110.9540.704244ED & F Man Inlet 

10.49%39.7830.7062100Bank of America

130.64%510.1520.743694AG Edwards

70.55%29.55410.7463242Citigroup/Salomon Fut

SAFE 
RankSAFE

AFE 
RankAFE

ACCUR 
RankACCURTotal Obs.Analyst Firm
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Table 3, Panel A

3.02 ***
(0.0025)

2.41 **
(0.0165)

0.0055
[0.0037]

0.0067
[0.0051]

SDISP

3.20 ***
(0.0014)

3.01 ***
(0.0028)

9.50
[8.21]

11.10
[9.70]

DISP

4.56 ***
(<0.0001)

3.93 ***
(0.0001)

0.0069
[0.0046]

0.0097
[0.0074]

SBAFE

4.45 ***
(<0.0001)

4.87 ***
(<0.0001)

12.05
[9.35]

16.67
[13.54]

BAFE

Mean 
[Median]

Mean 
[Median]

Wilcoxon
Sign rank
Z-statistic
(p-value)

t-statistic
(p-value)

EIA
(weeks=169)

AGA
(weeks=268)

Measure
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Analyst Performance Results:
Injection vs. Withdrawal

Injection (April-Oct) and Withdrawal (Nov-March)
the weekly Bloomberg consensus forecast errors (BAFE and 
SBAFE) and dispersion (DISP and SDISP) are significantly 
larger at 1% level during withdrawal season 
Why?  

NG supply (Injection rates) controlled by storage facilities and
therefore NG supply forecasting may be easier 
NG demand is strongly weather related and it is hard to predict
during injection period NG consumption is lower than production 
and weather variations are smaller therefore NG storage 
changes are relatively smoother than during withdrawal 
during withdrawal period NG consumption is higher than 
production and weather variations are larger therefore NG 
storage changes are relatively more volatile 
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Table 3, Panel B

7.66 ***
(<0.0001)

5.40 ***
(<0.0001)

0.0078
[0.0068]

0.0053
[0.0034]

SDISP

11.53 ***
(<0.0001)

11.15 ***
(<0.0001)

13.98
[13.22]

8.23
[7.34]

DISP

6.88 ***
(<0.0001)

4.22 ***
(<0.0001)

0.0105
[0.0094]

0.0074
[0.0045]

SBAFE

9.22 ***
(<0.0001)

7.24 ***
(<0.0001)

19.39
[17.29]

11.99
[8.85]

BAFE

Mean 
[Median]

Mean 
[Median]

Wilcoxon
Sign rank
Z-statistic
(p-value)

t-statistic
(p-value)

Withdrawal
(weeks=171)

Injection
(weeks=266)

Measure
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Price Discovery and the Bloomberg Forecast:
Methodology

Rational Expectation Hypothesis (REH)
Developed by Muth(1961)
Applied to futures markets by Colling and 
Irwing (1990) and Mann and Dowen (1998)
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Analyzing Expected Storage Level Changes: 
Basic Model

Rt = α +  β Surpriset +  γ Expectedt (8)
Rt: the futures return spanning the time interval 
containing the actual weekly storage release for week t 

Expectedt: represents the market’s expected storage 
change for week t

Surpriset: the surprise or unanticipated component of 
week’s t storage change measured as the difference 
between the actual announced change and the 
expected change

To quantify the variable Expectedt in expression (8), 
we utilize a number of alternative models for 
estimating the expected weekly storage change.
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Models to Estimate “Expected Storage Level 
Changes”

1) Bloomberg:  The market expects the weekly storage change to 
equal that of the Bloomberg forecasted change.

2) Naive0:  The market expects no change in storage from that of 
the previous week.

3) Naive1W:  The market expects the weekly storage change to 
equal that change observed during the immediate prior week.

4) Naive1Y:  The market expects the weekly storage change to 
equal the previous-year, same-week change in the actual 
storage.

5) Naive5Y: The market expects the weekly storage change to 
equal the previous-5-year, same-week average change.

6) ARIMA:  The market expects the weekly storage change to 
equal the out-of-sample ARIMA forecast.  

Forecasts were made using SAS time-series forecasting procedures; each week’s forecast was based on all available 
storage data from January 1994 up through the prior week; several ARIMA models were tested including models using 
52 weekly seasonal dummies to capture cyclicality; the model with highest R-squared was selected to make the forecast.
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Forecast Accuracy:
Bloomberg vs. Naive & TS: 

RMSE, ME, and MAE and also SRMSE, SME, and SMAE calculated 
See Table 4, Panel A

Are analyst forecasts are more accurate than naive and 
time series? 

To test whether the Bloomberg mean squared error (SMSE) is 
statistically lower than that of each of the other models, we use the pair-
wise test procedure:

developed by Ashley, Granger, and Schmalensee (1980) 
used in Hafer, Hein, and MacDonald (1992)

involves conducting an estimation of the following equation using 
forecast errors (FE) taken from the pair of models being compared:

(FEi,t - FEB,t)  =  ωi,1 +  ωi,2 ∗ [(FEi,t + FEB,t) - (MEEii + MEB) ] + εi,t (10)
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1.7401.7132.0691.5594.4600.719SMAE (%)

30.5929.6435.9826.0679.0412.37MAE

-0.064-0.088-0.160.2710.1070.110SME (%)

-12.540.62-0.760.093.94 0.98ME

2.5282.4872.9762.4155.4771.053SRMSE (%)

40.0939.2347.6635.4491.4616.05RMSE

Model 6
ARIMA

Model 5
Naive5Y

Model 4
Naive1Y

Model 3
Naive1W

Model 2
Naive0

Model 1
Bloomberg 

Measure

Table 4, Panel A
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Table 4, Panel B

234.58***184.14***324.14***178.96***59.26***Wald

0.440***
(14.65)

0.348***
(25.75)

0.526***
(17.45)

0.452***
(13.32)

0.266***
(7.70)

ωi,2

0.00556***
(3.51)

-0.00022
(-.0.14)

-0.00092
(-0.93)

0.00161**
(2.10)

0.00139
(0.24)

ωi,1

Model 6
ARIMA

Model 5
Naive5Y

Model 4
Naive1Y

Model 3
Naive1W

Model 2
Naive0

Bloomberg
vs. 
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Futures Market Conditioning:
Bloomberg vs. Naive & TS

Above model is expansion of Model 
(8) by adding dummies AgaBus, 
AgaOff, SeasWd and all 6 slope 
dummies 
See estimates of vector δ in Table 5 
for each model

t t BtR ε= +δX (11)
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Table 5

0.1310.1330.1300.1500.1180.225Total R2

-0.1801 ***
(-3.49)

-0.1192*
(-1.70)

-0.1548 **
(-2.50)

-0.1718 ***
(-3.34)

---0.0071
(-0.12)

Expected
(γ0)

0.2838 ***
(2.81)

0.3275 ***
(3.28)

0.3016 ***
(3.62)

0.3048 ***
(2.75)

0.2138 ***
(3.69)

0.6161 ***
(3.09)

Surprise*SeasWd
(β3)

0.0191
(0.16)

0.1073
(0.96)

0.1127
(1.19)

-0.0625
(-0.49)

0.0058
(0.15)

0.7044 ***
(2.68)

Surprise*AgaOff
(β2)

-0.1121
(-0.94)

0.0250
(0.23)

0.1216
(1.39)

-0.2090*
(-1.90)

0.0656*
(1.82)

0.2660
(1.06)

Surprise*AgaBus
(β1)

-0.2788 ***
(-3.07)

-0.3309 ***
(-3.13)

-0.3218 ***
(-3.80)

-0.2879 ***
(-3.13)

-0.2102 ***
(-4.14)

-1.3617 ***
(-5.79)

Surprise
(β0)

Model 6
ARIMA

Model 5
Naive5Y

Model 4
Naive1Y

Model 3
Naive1W

Model 2
Naive0

Model 1
Bloomberg 

Explanatory 
Variables

0.0050
(0.01)

-0.0034
(0.01)

-0.0202
(-0.31)

0.0169
(0.17)

0.0036
(0.10)

-0.7456 ***
(3.25)

β0+β3 < = 0

0.1892 ***
(3.22)

0.1210
(1.53)

0.1371 **
(1.96)

0.1697 ***
(2.77)

--0.0315
(0.49)

Expected*SeasWd
(γ3)

0.0021
(0.05)

-0.0332
(-0.64)

-0.0137
(-0.34)

0.0039
(0.10)

--0.0042
(0.11)

Expected*AgaOff
(γ2)

0.0652*
(1.75)

0.0590
(1.14)

0.0787**
(2.09)

0.0669*
(1.74)

--0.0578
(1.47)

Expected*AgaBus
(γ1)
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Difference in the Explanatory Power:
J-test of Bloomberg vs. Naive & TS

(1 )t A t A t tR λ λ ε= − + +δX θY

(1 )t B t B t tR λ λ ε= − + +θY δX

For each Naive model the coefficients λA and λB are 
estimated  from above equations. 

X and Y are vectors of explanatory variables, 
δ and θ  are vectors of regression coefficients, and

 and         are fitted values from equation (11) and (12)
 for the Bloomberg and Naive models

See Table 6 for results

(13)

(14)

tδX tθY
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Table 6

1.159 ***
(6.81)

1.071 ***
(7.96)

1.035 ***
(7.92)

1.300 ***
(7.63)

0.982 ***
(8.10)

λΒ

-0.609 
(-1.31)

0.182
(0.43)

0.621
(1.33)

-0.266
(-0.83)

0.085
(0.28)

λΑ

Model 6
ARIMA

Model 5
Naive5Y

Model 4
Naive1Y

Model 3
Naive1W

Model 2
Naive0

Bloomberg
vs. 
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Analyst Performance Weighting Models 

Some analysts provide more accurate earnings forecasts than other analysts and that they 
impact the stock prices more then the other analysts (Stickel (1992))

(2) TopAnal_1w:  the weekly storage change will be the same as predicted by the 
analyst who was most precise the previous week 
(3) SAFE_1w:  the weekly storage change will be equal to the weighted average of the 
analyst forecasts based on their SAFE during the immediate prior week 
(4) ACCUR_1w:  the weekly storage change will be equal to the weighted average of 
the analyst forecasts based on their ACCUR during the immediate prior week   
(5) SAFE_Aw: the weekly storage change will be equal to the weighted average of the 
analyst forecasts based on their historical average SAFE in the immediate prior week  
6) ACCUR_Aw: the weekly storage change will be equal to the weighted average of the 
analyst forecasts based on their historical average ACCUR in the immediate prior week 
(7) SAFE_100:  the weekly storage change will be the same as predicted by the analyst 
who had the lowest historical average SAFE in the immediate prior week 
8) ACCUR_100:  the weekly storage change will be the same as predicted by the 
analyst who had the highest historical average ACCUR in the immediate prior week 
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Forecast Accuracy and Market Reaction: 
Bloomberg vs. Performance Weighting 

RMSE, ME, and MAE and also SRMSE, 
SME, and SMAE calculated: See Table 7, 
Panel A

SMSE test results: See Table 7, Panel B

Futures Markets Reaction: See Table 8

J-test: Table 9, Panel A and Panel B
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Conclusion: Findings

We find that natgas analysts assist in the price 
discovery process of futures prices
Significant cross-sectional variation in analyst 
ability

More accurate under EIA; 
Less accurate & more dispersed in withdrawal 
season; 
Analyst consensus (Bloomberg) has lower forecast 
errors than naive models
NG futures market appears to condition on 
consensus forecast
NG futures market looks through consensus 
forecast and places highest weight on the analyst 
with best long term performance


